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1. As far as L2 learning is concerned, teachers' input and learners' intake are closely related. 

Please elaborate on how teachers can make effective input and what factors that students hold 
can make teachers' input become their intake effectively.（25％） 

 
2. While students make mistakes during L2 oral work, teachers may give either explicit or 

implicit correction. Please explain when and how explicit or implicit correction should be 
given during L2 oral work, and give one example for each type of correction.（25％） 

 
3. Definition 

Please define each of the following terms with an appropriate example.（25％）  
(1) Mnemonics 
(2) Aural discrimination 
(3) Whole language teaching 
(4) The silent way (teaching method) 
(5) English for specific purposes(ESP) 

 
4. Lesson Planning 

Given a format of a lesson plan as follows, please design a lesson plan for a 45-minute lesson about 
a book review on “The Secret Garden” by practicing the communicative approach.（25％） 
 

   A Lesson Plan 
Methodology: The Communicative Approach  
Text: You Must Have Been Quite Ill 
Teaching Goals: (1)              
              (2)  
              (3) 
Students: 

Teacher's Activities Students' Activities Teaching Aids Time 
    

 
 

（背面有題） 
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Book Review 

I have always loved the story of The Secret Garden. I have seen the 1949 Margaret O'Brien 
movie, the 1993 movie with Kate Maberly, and a version done for the BBC in the 70's or 80's. 
All were very good. This one, however, is not so good. It is the most faithful to Frances 
Hodgson Burnett's story, but it doesn't give you the uplifting feeling that the book and other 
movies do. Gennie James is downright annoying as Mary, and I hated that the writer and 
director portrayed Dickon as a mystic who knows the future. The location filming is very 
well-done, the story is great, but most of the actors didn't do a good job. Not a version of this 
great story to be remembered. 
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